ADMINISTRATIVE REGISTRATION CALENDAR 2024/2025
DOCTORAL DEGREE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTPELLIER

RE-ENROLMENT
PhD students with scholarship and PhD students without employment contract
dedicated to the doctorate preparation

RE-ENROLMENT
PhD students *NOT CONCERNED BY THE ONLINE PAYMENT*:
French government scholarship holders (BGF), under international joint doctorate, continuing education

RE-ENROLMENT
PhD students with an employment agreement dedicated to the preparation of the doctoral degree,
Including derogatory applications

1ST DOCTORATE REGISTRATION
N.B.: PhD students with a doctoral contract must register before the beginning of their contract.

ACCESS TO ADUM

ONLINE REGISTRATION PAYMENT
2024/06/26 – 2024/07/22 — 2024/08/19 – 2024/12/15

1ST REGISTRATION
2024/07/04 – 2024/07/22 — 2024/08/26 – 2024/12/16

UNIVERSITY OF MONTPELLIER CLOSURE
2024/07/26 in the evening – 2024/08/19